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modern urban trees
what makes them important

Dear customers, 

The pages that follow present the range of trees that we firmly believe will reliably live up to the 
requirements of urban locations. The selected trees have already successfully proven themsel-
ves in our own observations and according to our customers. The ‘modern urban trees’ counter 
extreme levels of heat and frost, dryness and waterlogging with outstanding vitality and little 
maintenance. 

In addition to the location-induced conditions, we have also considered the whole broad range 
of tasks of a functioning urban green space. This range will therefore always offer you the right 
trees for your urban projects. 

Without exception, all of our ‘modern urban trees’ are ALLEEGRO® trees, i.e. container trees that 
have been cultivated by Clasen & Co using the technology we have developed. The nursing, prun-
ing and optimum nutrient supply methods that we have created, in conjunction with the unique 
ALLEEGRO® soil, aim to optimally develop the trees’ vitality and offer them advantages through 
reliable establishment behaviour. This is a quality feature that you can rely on. 
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acer truncatum ‚norwegian sunset‘®
scarlet maple ‚norwegian sunset’®

SpeCifiCationS

Home/origin  Cultivar (Acer truncatum x Acer plata-
noides ‚Keithsform‘)

Growth  The crown is an elongated oval shape, 
relatively fast growing and up to 12 
m tall and about 7 to 8 m wide when 
mature.

foliage  The deciduous leaves are opposite, 
usually three-lobed, dark green and 
glossy. They are smaller and more lea-
thery than those of the Norway maple. 
In autumn, the leaves turn impressive 
shades of yellow, orange and bright red.

flowers/fruit  The flowers are relatively inconspi-
cuous and appear before and while the 
leaves are growing. The amount of fruit 
is negligibly small.

Soil/location  The variety tolerates all types of soil 
and also withstands damp but not ext-
remely wet locations. It flourishes best 
in full sun to part shade.

Suitability  The tree grows quickly but remains 
relatively small, with leaves that turn 
spectacular colours in autumn. It is a 
versatile and visually attractive tree for 
urban environments.

Special notes  An extremely healthy, vigorous and 
frost-hardy new variety. No cracks have 
yet appeared in trunks.

 
Delivery format  As a tall-trunk tree in a container with 

trunk diameters of:    
14 -16 -18 -20 -25 cm

‹‹ ContentS
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alnus spaethii
spaeth alder

SpeCifiCationS

Home/origin  Cultivar (Alnus japonica x subcordata)

Growth  Medium-sized, fast-growing tree with a 
loose, pyramidal crown. Some branches 
spread out horizontally. The bark is grey 
to olive-brown.

foliage  The tree grows large, deciduous, lea-
thery leaves.

flowers/fruit  The Alnus spaethii forms brownish-
yellow catkins in January/February and 
produces large, ovoid, cone-like fruit in 
autumn.

Soil/location  The tree is undemanding and suitable 
for all soil types. It is lime tolerant and 
flourishes best in full sun to part shade.

Suitability  Suitable as a street tree and for 
group or specimen planting in parks 
and landscaped areas.  
 

Special notes The autumn foliage is long lasting.

Delivery format  As a tall-trunk tree in a container with 
trunk diameters of:    
16 -18 -20 cm

‹‹ ContentS
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carpinuns betulus ‚frans fontaine‘          
pyramidal hornbeam 

SpeCifiCationS

Home/origin Cultivar

Growth  Narrow, ovoid column shape when 
young, not overly dense; no pruning 
needed with age; 8 to 10 m high and 2 
to 3 m wide.

  
foliage  Medium-sized, light green ovate leaves, 

which turn golden yellow in autumn.

flowers/fruit  The male tree bears green catkins in 
April/May. No fruit are produced.

  
Soil/location  This variety prefers loamy, humus soil 

in full sun to part shade.

Suitability  Its narrow crown makes this variety 
ideal for inner-city locations with little 
space, but also for parks and public 
spaces.

Special notes  The Carpinus betulus ‘Frans Fontaine’ is 
an extremely wind resistant tree.

 
Delivery format  As a tall-trunk tree in a container with 

trunk diameters of:    
14 -16 -18 -20 cm

‹‹ ContentS
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fraxinus ‚summit ash‘
green ash

SpeCifiCationS

Home/origin  Cultivar

Growth  The wide, ovate crown grows to heights 
of 15 to 18 m.

foliage  The leaves are deciduous, opposite, 
irregularly pinnate and about 35 cm 
long. They are generally formed from 
7 to 9 ovate to lanceolate, dark green 
individual leaves with a lighter undersi-
de. The leaves turn a spectacular shade 
of yellow in autumn.

flowers/fruit  The flowers appear before the leaves 
and are inconspicuous. No fruit is ge-
nerally formed.

Soil/location  The Fraxinus ‚Summit Ash’ is generally 
undemanding and prefers damp, slight-
ly acidic soils in full sun to part shade.

Suitability  Street and park tree for specimen plan-
ting. 

Special notes  The  variety is frost hardy, wind resis-
tant and not affected by Dutch elm 
disease.

Delivery format  As a tall-trunk tree in a container with 
trunk diameters of:    
14 -16 -18 -20 cm

‹‹ ContentS
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malus ‚stenström‘
red-leaved crabapple

SpeCifiCationS

Home/origin Cultivar, created in Scandinavia

Growth  Extremely regular, pyramidal crown 
with a single leader; reaches heights of 
5 to 6 m.

foliage  Deciduous, alternate, very healthy red-
wine-coloured leaves that do not turn 
green even in late summer.

flowers/fruit  The bright pink flowers appear at the 
same time as the leaves in May. The 
relatively small fruit are a rich shade of 
dark red.

Soil/location  Like all crabapples, this variety is high-
ly adaptable. It prefers nutrient-rich, 
fresh to damp soil in full sun.

Suitability  Very healthy and, above all, reliable 
red-leaved crabapple.

Special notes  The Malus ‚Stenström’ is frost hardy and 
resistant to urban climates. It is a honey 
plant and source of food for birds.

Delivery format  As a tall-trunk tree in a container with 
trunk diameters of:    
14 -16 -18 cm

‹‹ ContentS
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alleegro®
soil-based cultivation for modern urban trees

totally HaSSle-free! 

„Once planted, the trees simply continu-
ed to grow! There was no stressing about 
them as they established themselves.“ 
This is how a landscape architect and 
customer described his first experiences 
with our ALLEEGRO® trees. 

He also immediately provided the 
following explanation: „All the roots pe-
netrate the tree pit without resistance 
as the structure of the ALLEEGRO® soil 
is very similar to the tree pit soil used in 
accordance with FLL Regulations“. 

The trees in Stuttgart were planted at 
the height of summer and the newly 
planted trees grew solidly in the high 
temperatures.

WHat iS alleeGro®?

ALLEEGRO® is a modern concept 
developed by Clasen & Co for culti-
vating container trees. The ALLEEGRO® 
approach is tailored to the needs and 
performance profile of the individual 
plants and covers all aspects from the 
selection of seedlings to the intervals 
for potting and corrective pruning, the 
targeted supply of nutrients and, of 
course, the use of our ALLEEGRO® soil. 

This technology enables us to produce 
attractive, premium trees of consistent-
ly high quality. 

When planting greenery in the most 
difficult locations, especially urban ones, 
ALLEEGRO® trees not only offer the ad-
vantages of vitality and robustness, but 
also decisive benefits with regard to the 
trees’ handling on construction sites and 
their establishment at the final location. 
Fast, successful growth furthermore 
minimises maintenance and costs.

eaSy eStabliSHMent

ALLEEGRO® trees are not dug up and 
come with all of their healthy fine roots.

The soil used for the ALLEEGRO® trees 
has outstanding water retention and 
drainage properties. The structure and 
density of the ALLEEGRO® soil vastly re-
duce granular breakage. The roots can 
penetrate the surrounding soil quickly 
and easily.

The trees are easy to handle on the 
construction site as the volume weight 
of the ALLEEGRO® soil is 40% less than 
that of balls of earth. Less mechani-
cal work is required and the trunk is 
protected.

If you would like to find out more about 
ALLEEGRO®, we will gladly provide you 
with information. Further details can 
also be found on our website.

‹‹ ContentS
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ostrya carpinifolia
european hop hornbeam

SpeCifiCationS

Home/origin  Southern Europe, mainly in the eastern 
Mediterranean.

Growth  The Ostrya carpinifolia is a medium-
sized tree. Its crown is conical when 
young and becomes uniformly circular 
with age. The tree reaches heights of 10 
to 15 m and is 8 to 12 m wide.

  
foliage  The deciduous, alternate leaves are 

very similar to those on the hornbeam. 

flowers/fruit  The flowers appear with the leaves and 
look very much like hops – hence the 
tree’s English name. The 3 to 5 male 
catkins appear at the tips of the previ-
ous year’s shoots. The fruit clusters are 
4 to 7 cm long.

Soil/location  The Ostrya carpinifolia is generally very 
adaptable and flourishes even in very 
dry and poor soil. It should be planted 
in a sunny, warm and protected location.

Suitability This tree is ideal for inner-city areas. 
 
Special notes  The tree is extraordinarily tolerant of 

urban climates! It is frost hardy and 
can withstand high temperatures and 
dry air extremely well.

Delivery format  As a tall-trunk tree in a container with 
trunk diameters of:    
14 -16 -18 -20 cm

‹‹ ContentS
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quercus cerris
turkey oak

SpeCifiCationS

Home/origin Southern Europe, Asia Minor

Growth  A large tree that grows to heights of 25 
to 30 m with a wide, conical crown and 
thick, black bark.

foliage  The leaves are dark green, 6 to 12 cm 
long and coarsely toothed. The hairy 
buds surrounded by long stipules are 
particularly striking. The foliage turns 
yellowy brown in autumn and does not 
drop until very late. 

flowers/fruit  The Quercus cerris only grows very 
inconspicuous flowers as well as 2.5 to 
3 cm-long acorns in clusters of 3 to 4 in 
autumn.

Soil/location  The Quercus cerris prefers porous, dry, 
calcareous soil.

Suitability  Suitable for specimen or group plan-
ting in parks. Its resistance to dry pe-
riods and the wind also make this tree 
variety suitable for many other urban 
locations and along streets. 

Special notes  The Turkey oak is completely wind resis-
tant and highly lime tolerant. 

  
Delivery format  As a tall-trunk tree in a container with 

trunk diameters of:    
14 - 16 -18 - 20 cm

‹‹ ContentS
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sorbus ‚dodong‘
mountain ash

SpeCifiCationS

Home/origin  Cultivar of the Japanese mountain ash 
Sorbus commixta

Growth  Sorbus ‚Dodong‘ is a small tree with 
an initially upright and later wide, oval 
crown. It grows to heights of 6 to 8 m.

 
foliage  The imparipinnate leaves are deci-

duous, alternate, 20 to 30 cm long, 
about 15 cm wide and dark green. The 
tree turns spectacular autumn colours 
from mid-October, with all shades of 
yellow, red and orange.

flowers/fruit  White, terminal umbels with a diameter 
of about 15 cm in May/June. The fruit 
clusters are bright orange/red and the 
individual berries are almost 1 cm in 
size.

  

Soil/location  The tree is very undemanding, prefers 
slightly loamy or sandy soil and with-
stands dryness well.

Suitability  Completely healthy, undemanding and 
very fast-growing tree for roadside gree-
nery.

  
Special notes  The tree is completely frost hardy and 

reliably develops its bright autumnal 
colours.  

Delivery format  As a tall-trunk tree in a container with 
trunk diameters of:    
14 -16 -18 -20 -25 cm

‹‹ ContentS
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sorbus incana
nordic whitebeam

SpeCifiCationS

Home/origin  Cultivar. Thought to originate from a 
botanical garden in Copenhagen

Growth  Sorbus incana is a small tree with a 
compact, dense, upright, ovoid crown. 
It grows to 7 to 9 m high and up to 5 m 
wide with age.

foliage  Deciduous, alternate, dark green, 
silvery felted with a lightly haired leaf 
underside. The leaves are about 8 cm 
long and almost equally as wide. They 
turn a rather inconspicuous shade of 
yellow in autumn.

flowers/fruit  In May/June, the tree grows just a few 
flowers as white, terminal panicles with 
a diameter of approx. 15 cm. It very oc-
casionally bears fruit (reddish orange 
berries).

Soil/location  This tree is generally very adaptable. It 
prefers nutrient-rich, porous soil and 
a location with part shade, although it 
also flourishes well in full sun.

Suitability  Completely healthy, undemanding and 
very fast-growing tree for roadside gre-
enery and urban locations with limited 
space.

  
Special notes  Popularly planted in Scandinavia, the 

tree is completely frost hardy and requi-
res little maintenance. It barely needs 
any pruning.  

Delivery format  As a tall-trunk tree in a container with 
trunk diameters of:    
14 -16 -18 -20 -25 cm

‹‹ ContentS
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tilia plathyphyllos ‚örebro‘
large-leaved lime

SpeCifiCationS

Home/origin Cultivar from Sweden

Growth  A medium-sized, rather slow-growing 
tree, which reaches a height of about 
15 to 18 m. The crown is initially narrow 
and pyramidal with rigidly upright 
crown boughs. After about 10 years, the 
tree starts to form a rather more ovoid 
crown.

foliage  The leaves are deciduous, alternate 
and dark green. In terms of shape, they 
are round to ovate with a tapered point 
and a slanted, heart-shaped base.

flowers/fruit  An abundantly flowering variety even 
when young. The flowers are yellow and 
appear in umbels of 3 to 5 flowers in 
June/July. The fruit is rather inconspi-
cuous.

Soil/location  The tree has few requirements in terms 
of the soil. This large-leaved lime likes 
consistently damp, nutrient-rich, deep, 
alkaline to lightly acidic soil. The variety 
is lime-loving and prefers full sun to 
part shade.

Suitability  The low-maintenance tree is ideal for 
inner-city areas.  

 
Special notes  Attacked by aphids comparatively  

rarely. 
 
Delivery format  As a tall-trunk tree in a container with 

trunk diameters of:    
14 -16 - 18 -20 -25 cm 

‹‹ ContentS
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tilia tomentosa ‚fastigiata‘
upright silver lime!

SpeCifiCationS

Home/origin Cultivar of the silver lime

Growth  Tilia tomentosa ‚Fastigiata‘ is a small 
to medium-sized tree that grows to 
heights of about 12 to 15 m. It therefore 
remains far smaller than other Tilia to-
mentosa varieties. This tree is uniform 
in shape and has a pyramidal, narrow 
crown with a single leader.

foliage  The leaves are circular and rich green 
with a silvery-white underside. They 
turn golden to bright yellow in autumn 
and drop very late.

flowers/fruit  At the end of July, the hanging panic-
les with intensively fragrant flowers 
appear. The fruit is inconspicuous.

Soil/location  The tree is very location tolerant, accepts 
soil qualities from slightly acidic to 
strongly alkaline, loves warmth and is 
heat tolerant and frost hardy.

Suitability  Its uniform, compact crown shape 
makes this variety ideal for inner-city 
locations. 

Special notes  Tilia tomentosa ‚Fastigiata‘ has not 
yet shown any sign of infestation with 
aphids and the associated honeydew 
formation. However, due to flowering 
late, it is an important source of nutri-
ents for insects. 

Delivery format  As a tall-trunk tree in a container with 
trunk diameters of:    
14 -16 - 18 - 20 cm

‹‹ ContentS
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ulmus ‚fiorente‘ resista®
elm ‚new horizon‘ resista®

SpeCifiCationS

Home/origin Cultivar, Ulmus minor x pumila

Growth  The leaves are medium green and 
remain so until late autumn. They are 3 
to 5 cm long, 3 to 8 cm wide and glossy. 
The ‘Fiorente’ retains its foliage for the 
longest of all the Resista® elms.

foliage Das Blatt ist von mittlerem Grün und  
 hält diese Farbe bis weit in den Herbst.
 Es ist 3-5 cm lang, 3-8 cm breit und  
 glänzend. Von allen RESISTA® Ulmen  
 hält ‚Fiorente‘ das Laub am längsten.

flowers/fruit  The flowers and fruit are small and 
inconspicuous.

Soil/location  The tree is characterised by its suitabi-
lity for a broad range of locations and 
its undemanding nature.

Suitability  Its narrow and elegant shape makes it 
an ideal urban tree, especially in loca-
tions with limited space, but also as a 
park tree.

  
Special notes  The tree is extremely wind resistant and 

has a high tolerance to drought stress. 
It is resistant against Dutch elm disease 
and self-rooting. Its varietal identity is 
ensured by means of an implanted and 
registered microchip.

  
Delivery format  As a tall-trunk tree in a container with 

trunk diameters of:    
14 -16 -18 -20 cm

‹‹ ContentS
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ulmus ‚rebona‘ resista®
elm ‚rebona‘ resista®

SpeCifiCationS

Home/origin Cultivar, Ulmus japonica x pumila

Growth  ‚Rebona‘ iis a medium-sized, fast-
growing elm with a height of up to 25 
m and a straight leader that reaches to 
the tip. The crown is wide and conical.

foliage  The leaves are dark green and glossy 
with coarse hairs. The shoots are asym-
metric.

flowers/fruit  The flowers and fruit are small, incons-
picuous and few in number.

Soil/location  Vitality-filled tree for locations in full 
sun to part shade. Suitable for all soil 
types. Also suitable for sealed and 
compacted surfaces. Particularly ideal 
for areas near groundwater at risk of 
flooding.

Suitability  The avenue and street tree is also ideal 
for the most difficult of urban loca-
tions. 

 
Special notes  The tree withstands urban climates and 

is wind resistant and extremely flood 
tolerant. It is resistant against Dutch 
elm disease and self-rooting. Its varietal 
identity is ensured by means of an im-
planted and registered microchip.

   
Delivery format  As a tall-trunk tree in a container with 

trunk diameters of:    
14 - 16 - 18 - 20 - 25 cm

 

‹‹ ContentS
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ulmus ‚new horizon‘ resista®
elm ‚new horizon‘ resista®

SpeCifiCationS

Home/origin  Cultivar, Ulmus japonica x pumila
 
Growth  The crown is initially pyramidal to ovoid 

and fast growing. With age, it becomes 
rounder and wider.

foliage  The foliage is silky, glossy and dark 
green. The edges of the leaves are irre-
gular and double-toothed. They have a 
length of about 10 to 18 cm and a width 
of about 6 to 9 cm. The yellow autumn 
colours are extremely late to develop 
and the foliage is extremely long lasting.

flowers/fruit  The flowers and fruit are small, incons-
picuous and few in number.

Soil/location  Suitable for a broad range of locations, 
the trees grow in soil that is low in both 
nutrients and humus, as well as in 
heavy soil.

Suitability  The perfect tree for roadside greene-
ry! It is completely frost hardy, wind 
resistant, sturdy and tolerant of urban 
climates. Minor damage to the trunk 
is quickly covered over. Not attacked 
by aphids and therefore no honeydew 
formation.

   
Special notes  This self-rooting tree is completely 

frost hardy, wind resistant and sturdy 
plus offers good tolerance against 
flooding. Not attacked by aphids, so no 
honeydew formation. Its varietal identi-
ty is ensured by means of an implanted 
and registered microchip. Resistant 
against Dutch elm disease!

Delivery format  As a tall-trunk tree in a container with 
trunk diameters of:  16 -18 -20 cm

‹‹ ContentS
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zelkova serrata ‚green vase‘
Japanese zelkova, keyak

SpeCifiCationS

Home/origin Cultivar, USA 1983

Growth  Medium-sized tree with a loose, wide-
vase-shaped crown. It is fast growing 
and reaches heights of up to approx. 
18 m and widths of approx. 12 m. The 
crown generally has several strong 
main branches, which grow in a steeply 
upright direction. Over the years, the 
crown gets wider. 

foliage  The leaves are deciduous, alternate, 
initially a delicate shade of green, later 
turning bronze/gold, elliptical to ovate-
lanceolate, 6 to 12 cm long and 2 to 5 
cm wide. They change colour late on in 
autumn, turning bright yellow, orange 
and brick red to reddish-brown.

  

flowers/fruit  The flowers are green and incons-
picuous. They appear in April/May. 
Smooth, green, round fruit up to 5 mm 
in diameter grow on rare occasions.

Soil/location  The ‚Green Vase‘ is extremely tolerant 
of urban climates and pollution. It is 
wind resistant, loves warmth and flou-
rishes in locations with full sun to part 
shade and acidic to alkaline soil.

Suitability  Its robust nature and narrow shape 
make this variety an excellent choice 
for inner-city areas.

Special notes  The fascinating and elegant tree with its 
upward-reaching main branches and 
arched, overhanging young shoots is a 
visually active part of any urban greenery.

 
Delivery format  As a tall-trunk tree in a container with 

trunk diameters of: 14 -16 -18 -20 cm

‹‹ ContentS



 our idea 

We are driven by the idea of a modern nursery! The idea 
of combining the experience that we have gradually 
gained over generations with the latest technologies and 
innovative, contemporary concepts, and of continually 
expanding upon it. 
We want to come up with new ideas based on the con-
cepts of care, responsibility and reliability and to hold 
tight to tried-and-tested ones.  

 our commitment 

We produce and market plants that meet high quality 
standards and grow reliably. 
To achieve this, our team is exclusively made up of spe-
cialists who know how to skilfully meet the high require-
ments with regard to our products and services.
Our commercial credo is to treat our customers, partners 
and employees with care, solidarity and fairness.

 the benefits for you 

 •  We can provide you with all your plants from a sing-
le source. This reduces your logistical workload and 
saves you time.

 •  Our cultivation, procurement and logistics network 
enables us to offer rapid and solid solutions for your 
projects.

 •  Strict checks prior to delivery ensure uncompromising 
quality.

 •  Our broad range of container plants is unique and 
enables successful planting regardless of the time of 
year and location.

 •  We support your projects by providing comprehensive 
customer service, advice and assistance – from the 
creation of the quotation to the point of delivery.

 •  Our flexibility and extensive experience enable you 
to obtain practical and reliable solutions for even the 
most unusual requirements.

the modern nursery
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